Cold Shot Chesapeake Valor 1
Yeah, reviewing a ebook Cold Shot Chesapeake Valor 1 could build up your close friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, talent does not suggest that you have fantastic
points.
Comprehending as skillfully as concurrence even more than extra will present each success. next to, the proclamation as well as perception of this Cold Shot Chesapeake Valor 1 can be taken as well as picked to act.

Hidden Peril (Code of Honor Book #2) - Irene Hannon 2018-10-02
As teenagers, Kristin Dane and her two best friends took a vow to make the world a better place. Twenty
years later, she's fulfilling that pledge through her fair trade shop that features products from around the
world. All is well until, one by one, people connected to the shop begin dying. Detective Luke Carter, new to
the St. Louis PD, wants to know why. Before he can answer that question, however, the FBI weighs in and
Kristin suddenly finds herself in the middle of international intrigue--and in the sights of the ruthless
mastermind behind an ingenious and deadly, scheme. Can this cold-blooded killer be stopped before more
people die . . . including Kristin? Three-time RITA Award-winner and "queen of inspirational romantic
suspense" (Library Journal) Irene Hannon doesn't disappoint in this edge-of-your-seat thriller that will have
readers up late as they rush toward the explosive conclusion.
Dead Drift - Dani Pettrey 2018-07-03
Burning debris littering the ground . . . smoke pluming in the acrid air . . . this is just the beginning if he
fails. Seven years ago, operative Luke Gallagher vanished to become part of an elite team set on capturing
a deadly terrorist. When Luke returns to face those he left behind, their help becomes his only hope of
stopping his target's latest threat of an attack that would shake America to its core. Private investigator
Kate Maxwell never stopped loving or looking for Luke after he disappeared. But she also never imagined
he left her or his life by choice. Now he's back, and together they must unravel a twisting thread of secrets,
lies, and betrayal, all while on the brink of a biological disaster. Will they and their love survive, or will
Luke and Kate become the terrorist's next mark?
A Patriot's History of the United States - Larry Schweikart 2004-12-29
For the past three decades, many history professors have allowed their biases to distort the way America’s
past is taught. These intellectuals have searched for instances of racism, sexism, and bigotry in our history
while downplaying the greatness of America’s patriots and the achievements of “dead white men.” As a
result, more emphasis is placed on Harriet Tubman than on George Washington; more about the internment
of Japanese Americans during World War II than about D-Day or Iwo Jima; more on the dangers we faced
from Joseph McCarthy than those we faced from Josef Stalin. A Patriot’s History of the United States
corrects those doctrinaire biases. In this groundbreaking book, America’s discovery, founding, and
development are reexamined with an appreciation for the elements of public virtue, personal liberty, and
private property that make this nation uniquely successful. This book offers a long-overdue
acknowledgment of America’s true and proud history.
Silenced (Alaskan Courage Book #4) - Dani Pettrey 2014-04-29
Jake Knew Something Was Wrong. But He Never Guessed How Wrong. A relaxing day of rock climbing
takes a disturbing turn when Kayden McKenna's route brings her face-to-face with a dead climber. Is it a
terrible accident or something darker? When the case is handed to overburdened sheriff Landon Grainger,
he turns to Jake Westin for help. With Jake's past now revealed, he's ready to use his talent for investigation
again--but he could never prepare for where the mystery will take him. Kayden's climbing expertise soon
leads her and Jake to the realization that the death was no accident. And worse, it seems the killer is onto
them. When strange things begin happening in Yancey, Jake is terrified that once again his world may put
someone he loves in danger. But the truth is far worse than he could ever imagine. Praise for the Alaskan
Courage series "Readers who enjoy Lynette Eason, Irene Hannon, and DiAnn Mills will add this to their toread list." Library Journal about Stranded "I have not been this enthralled since the O'Malley series by Dee
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Henderson! Pettrey does such an excellent job of developing the character of each and every family
member..." Christian Manifesto "Hard-to-put-down romantic suspense with snappy dialogue, realistic
characterizations and fast-moving intrigue." Suspense Zone
Submerged (Alaskan Courage Book #1) - Dani Pettrey 2012-05-01
"Submerged is romantic suspense that will keep you up at night!"--Bestselling Author Dee Henderson A
sabotaged plane. Two dead deep-water divers. Yancey, Alaska was a quiet town...until the truth of what was
hidden in the depths off the coast began to appear. Bailey Craig vowed never to set foot in Yancey again.
She has a past, and a reputation--and Yancey's a small town. She's returned to bury a loved one killed in the
plane crash and is determined not to stay even an hour more than necessary. But then dark evidence
emerges and Bailey's own expertise becomes invaluable for the case. Cole McKenna can handle the deepsea dives and helping the police recover evidence. He can even handle the fact that a murderer has settled
in his town and doesn't appear to be moving on. But dealing with the reality of Bailey's reappearance is a
tougher challenge. She broke his heart, but she is not the same girl who left Yancey. He let her down, but
he's not the same guy she left behind. Can they move beyond the hurts of their pasts and find a future
together?
Code of Valor (Blue Justice Book #3) - Lynette Eason 2019-01-01
What Detective Brady St. John really needs is a relaxing vacation. Unfortunately, just as the sun is setting
on his second day at a friend's cabin on Lake Henley, he hears a scream and races to rescue a woman from
her would-be killer. When the killer escapes only to return to finish the job, Brady vows to utilize all of his
many resources to keep her safe--and catch those who would see her dead. Financial crimes investigator
Emily Chastain doesn't trust many people. And even though she let the detective who saved her life in on a
few pertinent facts about why she was being attacked, there are some things you just don't share with a
stranger. Little does she suspect that the secret she is keeping just might get them both killed. Bestselling
and award-winning author Lynette Eason sends readers on a race for the truth in this heart-stopping story
of risk, regret, and redemption.
Oath of Honor (Blue Justice Book #1) - Lynette Eason 2018-01-02
Police officer Isabelle St. John loves her crazy, loud, law-enforcement family. With three brothers and two
sisters, she's never without someone to hang out with--or fight with. And she knows they'll be there for her
when things get tough. Like when her partner is murdered and she barely escapes with her own life.
Determined to discover exactly what happened, Izzy's investigation sends her headfirst into a criminal
organization, possibly with cops on the payroll--including someone from her own family. With her dead
partner's handsome homicide detective brother Ryan shadowing her every move, Izzy's head is spinning.
How can she secure justice for her partner when doing so could mean sending someone she loves to prison?
And how will she guard her heart when the man she's had a secret crush on for years won't leave her side?
With her signature fast-paced, edge-of-your-seat action, Lynette Eason invites readers into a captivating
new series where justice is a family affair.
Sunrise (Sky King Ranch Book #1) - Susan May Warren 2022-01-04
Pilot Dodge Kingston has always been the heir to Sky King Ranch. But after a terrible family fight, he left to
become a pararescue jumper. A decade later, he's headed home to the destiny that awaits him. That's not
all that's waiting for Dodge. His childhood best friend and former flame, Echo Yazzie, is a true Alaskan--a
homesteader, dogsledder, and research guide for the DNR. Most of all, she's living a life Dodge knows
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could get her killed. One of these days she's going to get lost in the woods again, and his worst fear is that
he won't be there to find her. When one of Echo's fellow researchers goes missing, Echo sets out to find
her, despite a blizzard, a rogue grizzly haunting the woods, and the biting cold. Plus, there's more than just
the regular dangers of the Alaskan forests stalking her . . . Will Dodge be able to find her in time? And if he
does, is there still room for him in her heart? Sunrise is the first explosive volume in a new nail-biting series
from USA Today bestselling author Susan May Warren.
The Deposit Slip - Todd M. Johnson 2012-07-01
This Gripping Legal Thriller Is a Perfect Summer Read When Jared Neaton grew tired of the shady ethics of
his big law firm and left to go out on his own, he never expected the wheels to fly off so quickly. One big
case collapsing on him has pushed him to the brink and it's all he can do to scrape by. He can't risk another
bad loss. Erin Larson is running out of options. In the wake of her father's death, she found a slim piece of
paper--a deposit slip--with an unbelievable amount on it. Ten million dollars. Only the bank claims it has no
record of the deposit and stonewalls her attempts to find out more. This lawsuit, her last chance, has
brought only intimidation and threats. Now she needs to convince Jared to take a risk, to help her because
the money is real. And both need to watch their backs as digging deeper unleashes something far more
dangerous than just threats.
Sabotaged (Alaskan Courage Book #5) - Dani Pettrey 2015-01-27
Finally Returned Home, Reef McKeena Finds His Beloved Alaska Facing Its Greatest Threat Growing up,
goody-two-shoes Kirra Jacobs and troublemaker Reef McKenna were always at odds. Now, working
together as search-and-rescue for Alaska's arduous Iditarod race, a growing attraction seems to be forcing
aside old arguments. Then Reef catches Kirra sneaking from camp in the middle of the night. Kirra's uncle,
a musher in the race, has disappeared. Kirra and Reef quickly track the man, but what they discover is
harrowing: Frank's daughter has been kidnapped. Kirra and Reef, along with the entire McKenna family,
are thrown into a race to stop a shadowy villain who is not only threatening a girl's life--but appears willing
to unleash one of the largest disasters Alaska has ever seen. Pettrey is the Winner of the 2014 Daphne du
Maurier Award for Inspirational Romantic Suspense "Pettrey keeps the stakes high for her characters and
her readers who know and love the whole McKenna clan will be pushing for romance to bloom as suspense
mounts." Booklist about Silenced "Readers who enjoy Lynette Eason, Irene Hannon, and DiAnn Mills will
add this to their to-read list." Library Journal about Stranded "I have not been this enthralled since the
O'Malley series by Dee Henderson!" Christian Manifesto
Mermaid Moon - Colleen Coble 2016-01-12
Mallory’s mother died fifteen years ago. But her father’s last words on the phone were unmistakable: “Find
. . . mother.” Shame and confusion have kept Mallory Davis from her home for the last fifteen years, but
when her dad mysteriously dies on his mail boat route, she doesn’t have any choice but to go back to
Mermaid Point. Mallory believes her father was murdered and childhood sweetheart Kevin O’Connor, game
warden in Downeast Maine, confirms her suspicions. But Kevin is wary of helping Mallory in her search.
She broke his heart and left—without a word—years ago. When Mallory begins receiving threats on her
own life—and her beloved teenage daughter, Haylie—their search intensifies. There’s a tangled web within
the supposed murder, and it involves much more than what meets the eye. As answers begin to fall into
place, Mallory realizes her search is about more than finding her father’s killer—it is also about finding
herself again . . . and possibly about healing what was broken so long ago with Kevin. She just has to stay
alive long enough to put all the pieces together.
The O'Malley Collection: Danger in the Shadows / The Negotiator / The Guardian / The Truth Seeker / The
Protector / The Healer / The Rescuer - Dee Henderson 2016-05-27
This collection bundles all seven romantic suspense titles in Dee Henderson’s best-selling O’Malley series
into one e-book for a great value! Introducing the O’Malleys, an inspirational group of seven, all abandoned
or orphaned as teens, who have made the choice to become a loyal and committed family. They have chosen
their own surname, O’Malley, and have stood by each other through moments of joy and heartache. Their
stories are told in CBA best-selling, inspirational romantic suspense novels that rock your heart and restore
strength and hope to your spirit. Danger in the Shadows (prequel): Sara is terrified. She’s doing the one
thing she cannot afford to do: fall in love with former pro-football player Adam Black, a man everyone
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knows. Sara’s been hidden away in the witness protection program, her safety dependent on staying
invisible—and loving Adam could get her killed! #1 The Negotiator FBI agent Dave Richman from Danger
in the Shadows is back. He’s about to meet Kate O’Malley, and his life will never be the same. She’s a
hostage negotiator. He protects people. He’s about to find out that falling in love with a hostage negotiator
is one thing, but keeping her safe is another! #2 The Guardian A federal judge has been murdered. There is
only one witness, and an assassin wants her dead. U.S. Marshall Marcus O’Malley thought he knew the
risks of the assignment . . . but he was wrong. #3 The Truth Seeker Women are turning up dead, and Lisa
O’Malley has a habit of walking into crime scenes, curious. She’s a forensic pathologist, and mysteries are
her domain. U.S. marshall Quinn Diamond has found loving her is easier than keeping her safe. Lisa’s found
the killer, and now she’s missing too. #4 The Protector Jack O’Malley is a fireman who is fearless when it
comes to facing an inferno. But when an arsonist begins targeting his district, his shift, his friends, Jack
faces the ultimate challenge: protecting the lady who saw the arsonist before she pays an even higher
price. #5 The Healer Rachel O’Malley works disasters for a living. Her specialty? Helping children through
trauma. When a school shooting rips through her community, she finds herself dealing with more than just
grief among the children she is trying to help. One of them saw the shooting, and the gun is still missing.
#6 The Rescuer Stephen O’Malley is a paramedic who has been rescuing people all his life. His friend
Meghan is in trouble: Stolen jewels are turning up in interesting places, and she’s in the middle of it.
Stephen is about to run into a night he will never forget—a kidnapping, a tornado, and a race to rescue the
woman he loves.
Chasing Secrets (Elite Guardians Book #4) - Lynette Eason 2017-08-01
Elite Guardians bodyguard Haley Callaghan may be in South Carolina, but when a photo leads investigators
in West Ireland to open a twenty-five-year-old cold case, her life is suddenly in danger. Haley knows how to
take care of herself; after all, she's made a career out of taking care of others. But after an uncomfortably
close call, Detective Steven Rothwell takes it upon himself to stay with her--and the young client she has
taken under her wing. A protector at heart, he's not about to let Haley fight this battle alone. In a sweeping
plot that takes them into long-buried memories--and the depths of the heart--Haley and Steven will have to
solve the mystery of Haley's past while dodging bullets, bombs, and bad guys who just won't quit.
God's Not Dead 2 - Travis Thrasher 2016-03-01
God’s not dead . . . but they’re trying to kick him out of the public square! Welcome back to Hope Springs .
. . where Christian Grace Wesley teaches high school history. She is on the hot seat with the school district
after she answers Brooke Thawley’s question about Jesus during a classroom discussion. Suddenly, Brooke
becomes a pawn in an epic court case that could cost Grace the career she loves. Tom Endler, a lawyer with
the teachers’ union, is tapped to reluctantly represent Grace in her fight for her First Amendment rights.
He finds himself fighting for a cause he doesn’t even believe in. Tom’s research leads him to Amy Ryan, a
reporter and former skeptic who found faith while battling cancer and watching the classroom battle unfold
at Hadleigh University a year ago. Both are soon on a journey to understand what genuine faith really
means as they fight to save Grace’s job and avoid a court decision that could cripple the free speech rights
of all Christians in the marketplace. Based on the highly anticipated movie sequel, this novel tells more
about the story behind the new blockbuster film and gives fans an update on favorite characters from the
original film.
Cold Shot - Dani Pettrey 2016-02-02
Dani Pettrey Launches a New Romantic Suspense Series In college, Griffin McCray and his four best
friends had their lives planned out. Griffin and Luke Gallagher would join the Baltimore PD. Declan Gray
would head to the FBI and Parker Mitchell would go on to graduate school as a crime scene analyst. But
then Luke vanished before graduation and their world--and friendships--crumbled. Now Griffin is a park
ranger at Gettysburg, having left life as a SWAT-team sniper when a case went bad. The job is mostly quiet-until the day he captures two relic hunters uncovering skeletal remains near Little Round Top. Griffin just
wants the case to go away, but charming forensic anthropologist Finley Scott determines that the body is
modern--a young social justice lawyer missing since spring--and all evidence points to the work of an expert
sniper. When FBI agent Declan Gray takes over the case, past and present collide. Griffin soon realizes he'll
need to confront some of the darkest days of his life if he--and those he cares about--are going to escape a
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downward spiral of murder that crosses continents.
The Cost of Betrayal - Dee Henderson 2018-09-04
In Dee Henderson's novella "Betrayed," Janelle Roberts is freed--thanks to people she doesn't know--after
serving six years of a twenty-year sentence for a murder she did not commit. But a murderer is still at
large, and Janelle needs to be somewhere safe with someone she can trust. She may not survive another
betrayal. In Dani Pettrey's "Deadly Isle," Tennyson Kent is trapped on the isolated island of her childhood
by a storm surge, and she is shocked when the typically idyllic community turns into the hunting grounds of
a murderer. Cut off from any help from the mainland, will she and first love Callen Frost be able to identify
and stop a killer bent on betrayal before they become the next victims? In Lynette Eason's "Code of Ethics,"
trauma surgeon Ruthie St. John saves the life of Detective Isaac Martinez. After a betrayal leads to him
getting shot and then attacked while in recovery, Isaac is now a key witness determined to testify. But
someone is intent on silencing him--and those around him--forever. Together, Ruthie and Isaac go on the
run, desperate to escape the killers hunting him.
Dead Drift (Chesapeake Valor Book #4) - Dani Pettrey 2018-07-03
Burning debris littering the ground . . . smoke pluming in the acrid air . . . this is just the beginning if he
fails. Seven years ago, operative Luke Gallagher vanished to become part of an elite team set on capturing
a deadly terrorist. When Luke returns to face those he left behind, their help becomes his only hope of
stopping his target's latest threat of an attack that would shake America to its core. Private investigator
Kate Maxwell never stopped loving or looking for Luke after he disappeared. But she also never imagined
he left her or his life by choice. Now he's back, and together they must unravel a twisting thread of secrets,
lies, and betrayal, all while on the brink of a biological disaster. Will they and their love survive, or will
Luke and Kate become the terrorist's next mark?
Still Life - Dani Pettrey 2017-01-31
Romantic Suspense's Rising Star Continues to Win Fans Blacklisted in the photography business when one
of her shots causes a scandal, but desperate to somehow continue in the profession, Avery Tate answered
an ad for a crime scene photographer. She fully expected to be laughed at, but crime scene analyst Parker
Mitchell hired her outright--taking time to teach her the trade. Now she's half in love with the man, half
terrified to even acknowledge her feelings, and completely hooked on the job--until the next crime hits too
close to home. Avery attends the gallery opening of a new photography exhibit to support her best friend
who modeled for the show. The only image of her, though, is a chilling photo of her posing dead. Only the
photographer insists he didn't take the shot, and Avery's friend can't be found. As Avery and Parker, along
with Parker's brilliant friends, begin to dig into the mystery, they find themselves face-to-face with a
dangerous, relentless, and deadly threat which could endanger them all.
The Rescuer - Dee Henderson 2005-10
Overwhelmed by the loss of his sister and by his work as a paramedic, Stephen O'Malley is still happy to
help his friend Meghan, and when her life is endangered, they find that faith may be the only thing to get
them both out alive.
Sea Rose Lane - Irene Hannon 2016-06-07
Three-Time RITA Winner Invites Readers Back to the Captivating Coastal Town of Hope Harbor After a
devastating layoff, attorney Eric Nash heads back to the town where he grew up--only to discover that his
childhood home is being transformed into a bed & breakfast. Instead of plotting his next career move in
peace, he's constantly distracted by noise, chaos--and BJ Stevens, the attractive but prickly blonde architect
and construction chief who's invaded the house with her motley crew. As for BJ, her client's son might be
handsome, but after a disastrous romance, dating isn't high on her agenda. Yet when they join forces to
create a program for Hope Harbor seniors, might they also find healing, hope, and a new beginning
themselves? Three-time RITA Award winner Irene Hannon takes readers back to Hope Harbor for a new
season of charm, romance, and second chances.
The Killing Tide (Coastal Guardians Book #1) - Dani Pettrey 2019-08-06
When one Coast Guard officer is found dead and another goes missing, Coast Guard Investigative Service
special agent Finn Walker faces his most dangerous crime yet. His only clues are what little evidence
remains aboard the dead officer's boat, and the direction the clues point to will test Finn and the Guard to
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their limits. When investigative reporter--and Finn's boss's sister--Gabby Rowley arrives, her unrelenting
questions complicate an already volatile situation. Now that she's back, the tug on Finn's heart is strong,
but with the risks she's taking for her next big story, he fears she might not live through it. Thrown
together by the heinous crime, Finn and Gabby can't ignore the sparks or judgments flying between them.
But will they be able to see past their preconceptions long enough to track down an elusive killer, or will
they become his next mark?
Submerged - Dani Pettrey 2012-05
Returning to small-town Yancey, Alaska, to bury a loved one killed in a mysterious plane crash, Bailey Craig
is not the same woman she was went she first left Yancey and Cole McKenna, a former lover who has also
changed. Original.
No One to Trust - Iris Johansen 2003-08-26
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Final Target, Iris Johansen raises the stakes and the heart
rate with this relentless new thriller that follows the harrowing trail of a ruthless killer on the hunt—and
the woman who is determined to hunt him down. He is the most terrifying of killers: ruthless, cunning,
charismatic. And he has the means to get whatever he wants. And what Rico Chavez wants most is Elena
Kyler—and he wants her dead. Trained as an assassin, Elena didn’t need anyone to survive. But now she
finds herself on the run from one dangerous man and turning for help to another. Sean Galen was a man
without illusions. He knew it was only desperation that caused Elena to accept his help—a mother’s
desperation to save her young son from a psychopath father who would raise their son in his own chilling
image. And yet he was determined to get this woman who had never been able to trust anyone or anything
in her whole life to accept him as her ally. But both Galen and Elena know that Chavez’s power and wealth
mean there is no place they can be safe and no one they can trust—not even each other. Already Chavez’s
assassins and connections to those in the highest positions of power have turned this into a war with no
rules. With two shocking acts of brutal violence, Chavez shows he will stop at nothing and that nothing will
stop him. Soon a trail of horrifying murders will follow Galen and Elena across country to a last stand and a
shattering showdown. For Chavez is a master of control and he wants more than just to take Elena’s life.
He wants her alive long enough to see him destroy every reason she has for living. He wants her to turn
against everything and everyone she ever believed in. He wants her to commit the ultimate act of betrayal.
And by the time he is through, he wants her to beg him to take the only thing she’ll have left to give: her
life.
SEAL Team Six: The Novel - Chuck Dixon 2013-12-05
They are highly trained. Their missions are classified. They are our best and last hope. Yet they do not exist.
Follow SEAL Team Six as they train, hunt and fight an enemy who reaches out from the most remote
corners of the world to murder and maim. These highly-trained, military men are the unknown heroes who
endure unimaginable hardship and murderous combat to protect our homeland. In SEAL Team Six: The
Novel, a mass shooting at a California big box store begins a new round of murder from an unknown
source. America is suffering a virus of homegrown terror as one-man cells are inspired by a new kind of
terrorist who speaks to them through websites, tweets and emails. These lone wolves get their orders and
directions on how to carry them out from a man known only as Young El. His identity and face aren't
known. Counter-intelligence agencies in the West have only the voice on his podcasts to identify him. The
super-secret group often know as SEAL Team Six is the point of the spear to find, and eliminate, this new
source of murder and suffering. Their hunt takes them from their base in the USA to a deadly labyrinth in
the Phillipines and, finally, a terror stronghold deep in the jungles of Borneo. You'll train with these men,
fight alongside them and share their danger and losses. America's gunfighters take the battle to the home
turf of terror no matter where on the planet it hides. "This is straight up, unapologetic military action set
against the fast-changing background of the war on terror," says New York Times Bestselling writer Chuck
Dixon. "There's no mercy and no rules as the world's toughest warriors face the world's most murderous
outlaws. If you're tired of heroes who pull their punches and question their own motives and missions this
one's for you. These are true American super-heroes fighting in the worst places in the world to ensure our
safety."
Moving Target (Elite Guardians Book #3) - Lynette Eason 2017-01-31
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When Maddy McKay and Quinn Holcombe don't show up for Quinn's surprise birthday party, his friends
know that something is very wrong. Their search turns up little beyond evidence that Quinn and Maddy just
decided to take off for a long overdue vacation. But it soon becomes apparent that they did not leave of
their own accord. Maddy awakens in a cement room with no idea where she is. But it's not long before she
realizes she's in the clutches of a madman exacting revenge by hunting. His prey of choice? Humans. Now
Maddy and Quinn must run for their lives, hoping to find their killer before the next game begins. Because
if they don't win this game, they die. Fast, furious, and flirty, Lynette Eason's relentless suspense barely
gives her readers time to catch their breath in this third thrilling installment of the Elite Guardians series.
The Deadly Shallows (Coastal Guardians Book #3) - Dani Pettrey 2022-07-05
A deadly attack. A stolen weapon capable of immense destruction. A painful secret that threatens to tear
two hearts apart. CGIS Agent Noah Rowley is rocked to the core when several of his valued team members
come under fire on his Coast Guard base. He and his remaining team race to the scene and end the attack,
but not before innocent lives are lost. Furious and grief-stricken, he vows to do whatever is needed to bring
the mastermind behind the attack to justice. Stunned by the ambush, Coast Guard flight medic Brooke
Kesler evacuates in a helicopter carrying the only surviving gunman. The gravely wounded man whispers
mysterious information to Brooke that immediately paints a target on her back. As Brooke and Noah race to
uncover answers, emotions between them ignite. Noah struggles to protect Brooke at all costs and to
conceal the secret that prevents him from becoming what he longs to be--the right man for her. Everything
is at stake as a horrifying truth emerges. . . . The attack wasn't the end game. It was only the beginning.
"This action-packed thriller is sure to please."--IRENE HANNON, bestselling and award-winning author "I
love Dani's writing, and The Deadly Shallows is one of her best! Tightly written and dripping with tension. I
couldn't turn the pages fast enough."--CARRIE STUART PARKS, bestselling and award-winning author of
Relative Silence
Albion's Seed - David Hackett Fischer 1991-03-14
This fascinating book is the first volume in a projected cultural history of the United States, from the
earliest English settlements to our own time. It is a history of American folkways as they have changed
through time, and it argues a thesis about the importance for the United States of having been British in its
cultural origins. While most people in the United States today have no British ancestors, they have
assimilated regional cultures which were created by British colonists, even while preserving ethnic
identities at the same time. In this sense, nearly all Americans are "Albion's Seed," no matter what their
ethnicity may be. The concluding section of this remarkable book explores the ways that regional cultures
have continued to dominate national politics from 1789 to 1988, and still help to shape attitudes toward
education, government, gender, and violence, on which differences between American regions are greater
than between European nations.
Cold Shot (Chesapeake Valor Book #1) - Dani Pettrey 2016-01-26
Dani Pettrey Launches a New Romantic Suspense Series In college, Griffin McCray and his three best
friends had their lives planned out. Griffin and Luke Gallagher would join the Baltimore PD. Declan Gray
would head to the FBI and Parker Mitchell would go on to graduate school as a crime scene analyst. But
then Luke vanished before graduation and their world--and friendships--crumbled. Now Griffin is a park
ranger at Gettysburg, having left life as a SWAT-team sniper when a case went bad. The job is mostly quiet-until the day he captures two relic hunters uncovering skeletal remains near Little Round Top. Griffin just
wants the case to go away, but charming forensic anthropologist Finley Scott determines that the body is
modern--a young social justice lawyer missing since spring--and all evidence points to the work of an expert
sniper. When FBI agent Declan Gray takes over the case, past and present collide. Griffin soon realizes he'll
need to confront some of the darkest days of his life if he--and those he cares about--are going to escape a
downward spiral of murder that crosses continents.
Blind Spot (Chesapeake Valor Book #3) - Dani Pettrey 2017-10-03
Each of Pettrey's Novels Has Been a Multi-Month Bestseller FBI agent Declan Grey is in the chase of his
life--but isn't sure exactly what he's chasing after. Threatened by a terrorist that "the wrath is coming,"
Grey fears something horrible is about to be unleashed on American soil. When his investigation leads him
to a closed immigrant community, he turns to Tanner Shaw to help him. She's sought justice for refugees
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and the hurting around the world, and if there's anyone who can help him, it's Tanner. Tanner Shaw has
joined the FBI as a crisis counselor . . . meaning she now has more opportunity to butt heads with Declan.
But that tension also includes a spark she can't deny, and she's pretty sure Declan feels the same. But
before anything can develop between them, they discover evidence of a terror cell--and soon are in a race
against the clock to stop the coming "wrath" that could cost thousands their lives.
Vow of Justice (Blue Justice Book #4) - Lynette Eason 2019-08-06
FBI Special Agent Lincoln St. John is living his own personal nightmare. When the woman he loves, Allison
Radcliffe, is killed, he devotes his life to tracking down the killers and making them pay for their crimes. He
expected it to be a challenge. What he never expected was to find Allison very much alive shortly after her
"murder." As his anger and hurt mix with relief, Linc isn't sure how he's supposed to feel. One thing he does
know for sure: he and Allison will have to work together to stop a killer before she dies a second time--this
time for good. Bestselling and award-winning author Lynette Eason closes out her Blue Justice series with a
story that will have you tearing through the pages to get to the stunning conclusion.
Still Life (Chesapeake Valor Book #2) - Dani Pettrey 2017-01-31
Romantic Suspense's Rising Star Continues to Win Fans Blacklisted in the photography business over a
controversial shot, Avery Tate answered an ad for a crime scene photographer. She expected to be laughed
at, but crime scene analyst Parker Mitchell hired her outright--and changed her life. But six months ago,
when her feelings for Parker became too strong, she left his employ to sort out her heart. Now, for the first
time, Avery is facing the world that rejected her to attend the gallery opening of a photography exhibit and
support her best friend, who modeled for the show. But the only image of her friend is a chilling photo of
her posing as if dead--and the photographer insists he didn't take the shot. Worse, her friend can't be found.
She immediately calls Parker for help. As Avery, Parker, and his friends in law enforcement dig into the
mystery, they find themselves face-to-face with a relentless and deadly threat.
Stranded (Alaskan Courage Book #3) - Dani Pettrey 2013-09-01
When Her Friend Goes Missing, Every Minute Counts Darcy St. James returns to Alaska to join a journalist
friend undercover on the trail of a big story. But when Darcy arrives, she finds her friend has disappeared.
Troubled by the cruise ship's vague explanation, Darcy uses her cover as a travel reporter to investigate
further. The last person Gage McKenna expects to see during his summer aboard a cruise ship leading
adventure excursions is Darcy. And in typical Darcy fashion, she's digging up more trouble. He'd love to just
forget her--but something won't let him. And he can't help but worry about her as they are heading into
more remote regions of Alaska and eventually into foreign waters. Something sinister is going on, and the
deeper they push, the more Gage fears they've only discovered the tip of the iceberg. "The third book in
Pettrey's Alaskan Courage series ratchets up the action and suspense. It's difficult to stop yourself from
peeking ahead to the end, but the ride is worth the anxiety." --RT Book Reviews "Dani Pettrey has delivered
another incredibly compelling adventure in Alaska. STRANDED is full of suspense, beautiful rugged
wilderness and white-water rapids, and a heartfelt romance. I loved catching up with the McKenna family."
- Dee Henderson, New York Times bestselling author
Through the Perilous Fight - Steve Vogel 2013-05-07
In a rousing account of one of the critical turning points in American history, Through the Perilous Fight
tells the gripping story of the burning of Washington and the improbable last stand at Baltimore that helped
save the nation and inspired its National Anthem. In the summer of 1814, the United States of America
teetered on the brink of disaster. The war it had declared against Great Britain two years earlier appeared
headed toward inglorious American defeat. The young nation’s most implacable nemesis, the ruthless
British Admiral George Cockburn, launched an invasion of Washington in a daring attempt to decapitate the
government and crush the American spirit. The British succeeded spectacularly, burning down most of the
city’s landmarks—including the White House and the Capitol—and driving President James Madison from
the area. As looters ransacked federal buildings and panic gripped the citizens of Washington, beleaguered
American forces were forced to regroup for a last-ditch defense of Baltimore. The outcome of that “perilous
fight” would help change the outcome of the war—and with it, the fate of the fledgling American republic.
In a fast-paced, character-driven narrative, Steve Vogel tells the story of this titanic struggle from the
perspective of both sides. Like an epic novel, Through the Perilous Fight abounds with heroes, villains, and
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astounding feats of derring-do. The vindictive Cockburn emerges from these pages as a pioneer in the art of
total warfare, ordering his men to “knock down, burn, and destroy” everything in their path. While
President Madison dithers on how to protect the capital, Secretary of State James Monroe personally
organizes the American defenses, with disastrous results. Meanwhile, a prominent Washington lawyer
named Francis Scott Key embarks on a mission of mercy to negotiate the release of an American prisoner.
His journey will place him with the British fleet during the climactic Battle for Baltimore, and culminate in
the creation of one of the most enduring compositions in the annals of patriotic song: “The Star-Spangled
Banner.” Like Pearl Harbor or 9/11, the burning of Washington was a devastating national tragedy that
ultimately united America and renewed its sense of purpose. Through the Perilous Fight combines bravura
storytelling with brilliantly rendered character sketches to recreate the thrilling six-week period when
Americans rallied from the ashes to overcome their oldest adversary—and win themselves a new birth of
freedom. Praise for Through the Perilous Fight “Very fine storytelling, impeccably researched . . . brings to
life the fraught events of 1814 with compelling and convincing vigor.”—Rick Atkinson, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of An Army at Dawn “Probably the best piece of military history that I have read or
reviewed in the past five years. . . . This well-researched and superbly written history has all the trappings
of a good novel. . . . No one who hears the national anthem at a ballgame will ever think of it the same way
after reading this book.”—Gary Anderson, The Washington Times “[Steve] Vogel does a superb job. . . . [A]
fast-paced narrative with lively vignettes.”—Joyce Appleby, The Washington Post “Before 9/11 was 1814,
the year the enemy burned the nation’s capital. . . . A splendid account of the uncertainty, the peril, and the
valor of those days.”—Richard Brookhiser, author of James Madison “A swift, vibrant account of the
accidents, intricacies and insanities of war.”—Kirkus Reviews
Sins of the Past - Dee Henderson 2016-05-03
Three Novellas from Bestselling Authors In Dee Henderson's Missing, a Wyoming sheriff is called to
Chicago when his elderly mother goes missing. Paired with a savvy Chicago cop, the two realize her
disappearance is no accident, and a race against the clock begins. Dani Pettrey returns to Alaska with
Shadowed, introducing readers to the parents of her beloved McKenna clan. Adventure, romance, and
danger collide when a young fisherman nets the body of an open-water swimming competitor who may
actually be a possible Russian defector. Lynette Eason's Blackout delivers the story of a woman once
implicated in a robbery gone wrong. The loot has never been found--but her memory of that night has
always been unreliable. Can she remember enough to find her way to safety when the true culprit comes
after her?
River of Secrets - Lynette Eason 2017-08-14
Amnesia and danger collide in this classic tale from bestselling author Lynette Eason The amnesiac patient
in the makeshift Amazon hospital looks familiar to visiting American nurse Amy Graham. This isn’t the first
time she’s seen those blue-gray eyes, the hard lines of his handsome face. When Amy sees his birthmark,
she knows exactly who he is: Micah McKnight, the presumed-dead Navy SEAL. Her best friend’s brother.
The man her own mother set up to die. Amy can’t bear to tell him the dangerous truth about his hidden
past. But her secrets are about to explode, because now someone is after them both. Book 2 in the Refuge
from Danger series. Originally published in 2008.
Prominent Families of New York - Lyman Horace Weeks 1898

grief. Life is finally starting to feel normal again when an envelope arrives in the mail--addressed in her
sister's handwriting. And the note inside claims she is still alive. FBI Special Agent Lance McGregor, a
former Delta Force operator, is assigned to reopen the case, but he's coming up with more questions than
answers. If Ginny Reed is still alive--who is the woman buried in her grave? Where is Ginny? And is Christy
a pawn in a twisted cat-and-mouse game--or the target of a sinister plot? As he digs deeper, one thing
becomes clear: whoever is behind the bizarre ruse has a deadly agenda. Bestselling author and two-time
Christy Award finalist Irene Hannon warms readers' hearts as they root for a romance between Lance and
Christy, but she pulls out all the stops as this high-stakes thriller chills to the bone in a race to the finish.
Silent Night, Holy Night - Colleen Coble 2014-10-14
'Tis the season for mystery and romance featuring characters from two of Colleen Coble’s most popular
series! Silent Night As Christmas day nears, Bree Matthews and her faithful search-and-rescue dog Samson
follow the trail of a troubling mystery into the snowy forests of Rock Harbor. Newlywed Bree Matthews and
her husband Kade are preparing for Christmas guests when word arrives that a parachuter has disappeared
in the North Woods, along Lake Superior's icy shore. Bree and Samson plunge into the search. Will this
snowy, silent night search lead Bree and Samson to the missing girl? Holy Night One sinister phone call has
derailed their Christmas wedding. Will it keep them apart forever? Leia and Bane are looking forward to
their long-awaited Christmas wedding on the beach. Everything is going as planned—until Leia's phone
rings and her world skids out of control. A muffled voice informs Leia that her sister has been kidnapped
and will be killed unless Leia calls off the wedding without explanation—and no police. If she disobeys
instructions and tells Bane, she'll risk her beloved sister's life. But can she handle this trauma without his
help? And will he ever trust her again if she lies to him now? Irresistible romance meets thrilling suspense
in this holiday update to USA Today best-selling author Colleen Coble's Aloha Reef series.
Ruby Dawn - Raquel Byrnes 2012-01-27
Former street kid Ruby McKinney reaches out to runaways through her medical clinic in the worst part of
the city, but her escalating battle with a gang leader puts this work in jeopardy. Tom Masters, Ruby's first
love, is now on the right side of the law and at the center of a dangerous DEA sting involving her clinic.
Tom's disappearance ten years ago broke Ruby's heart and rattled her faith. As their romance rekindles,
memories of what it cost to love him flood her with fear. Ruby's battle with the gang ignites a firestorm of
danger, and betrayal emerges from within her own camp. With Tom's life in the balance and her world cast
in shadows, can Ruby trust God as she once did... or has she strayed too far to ever return?
The Last Lecture - Randy Pausch 2008-04-08
"We cannot change the cards we are dealt, just how we play the hand."---Randy Pausch A lot of professors
give talks titled "The Last Lecture." Professors are asked to consider their demise and to ruminate on what
matters most to them. And while they speak, audiences can't help but mull the same question: What wisdom
would we impart to the world if we knew it was our last chance? If we had to vanish tomorrow, what would
we want as our legacy? When Randy Pausch, a computer science professor at Carnegie Mellon, was asked
to give such a lecture, he didn't have to imagine it as his last, since he had recently been diagnosed with
terminal cancer. But the lecture he gave--"Really Achieving Your Childhood Dreams"--wasn't about dying. It
was about the importance of overcoming obstacles, of enabling the dreams of others, of seizing every
moment (because "time is all you have...and you may find one day that you have less than you think"). It
was a summation of everything Randy had come to believe. It was about living. In this book, Randy Pausch
has combined the humor, inspiration and intelligence that made his lecture such a phenomenon and given it
an indelible form. It is a book that will be shared for generations to come.

Thin Ice - Irene Hannon 2016-01-05
After losing her parents in a car accident and her sister to a house fire, Christy Reed has been mired in
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